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Taylor professor designs sculpture for Union Univ.

By Samantha Stevens
Contributor

As Union University begins to restore its tornado-ravaged campus,
Assistant Art Professor Robert Alsobrook will work on his own contribution to the Jackson, Tenn., campus.
Using funds from a grant received
from Taylor, Alsobrook will create a
sculpture in honor of Union, which
underwent extensive damage following the Feb. 5 tornado that hit the
school.
The two major dormitories were
almost completely destroyed, and
nearly every building on campus sustained some damage.
Alsobrook, a Union graduate, said
he hopes the sculpture not only pays
tribute to the school, but also honors what God has done at Union,
including the sparing of his children
through the recent tragic storm.
Union University, home to nearly
3,000 students, lost all but one of its
outdoor art pieces in the devastating
tornado.
To make up for the collection, Lee
Benson, chair of the art department
at Union, asked for sculpture donations for the school.

Alsobrook decided instead to create a new piece he would dedicate
specifically to Union.
This sculpture will serve as a reminder of “God being faithful for
those who are faithful to Him,” he
said, adding he hopes it will serve as
a means of sharing the gospel to the
surrounding community.
This project is especially close to
Alsobrook, as his hometown and
family are within minutes of the
campus.
“It is one of a family atmosphere,”
Alsobrook said of the school.
The sculpture, entitled “Meeting
Place,” receives inspiration from
Exodus 31, where God meets with
Moses.
In this passage, the Lord says he
will fill the craftsman Bezalel with his
spirit, call together the skilled workers and give specific instructions for
building the ark of the covenant.
Standing at an estimated 9.5 feet
tall and measuring 8 feet long, the
final furnishings of the sculpture will
represent the ark and the covenant
between God and his children, Alsobrook said.
The ark will rest neatly between
two protective angels, which encase

the piece as silent guardians.
With heads bowed in reverence,
they will uplift four angelic wings
that spread out and meet over the
top of the piece.
Alsobrook plans to fashion the
piece from stainless steel and various
other metals, and he has planned a
surprise for its viewers: The wings of
the angels will spread in such a way
that when the wind passes through, a
chime will ring in the air.
The peal of the sound will serve as
a constant reminder of “God exhibiting faithfulness to His believers,”
Alsobrook said.
“God inspires me to make,” Alsobrook said of his motivation for creating the piece.
“He too is a creative being, a sculptor.”
Alsobrook is opening the project
to art students, asking for their help
with tasks like the piece’s final construction or moving the sculpture to
Union, which might involve the use
of heavy machinery.
Alsobrook should complete the
final sculpture by the end of this semester.
The piece should rest in its new
home by July, he said.

Artist's rendering courtesy of Robert Alsobrook

Professor Alsobrook is sculpting "Meeting Place" for Union University.

Taylor sophomore gets a glimpse of life 'behind the veil'
By Cara Strickland
Contributor
My experiment began as a
matter of curiosity. I wanted to

find out what it was like behind
the veil of an Afghan woman.
I had read for years about the
oppression that women of the
Middle East face on a daily ba-
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Sophomore Cara Strickland wears a Middle Eastern burka
while eating dinner Monday in the dining commons.

sis, not the least of which is, in
some areas, having to wear full
body coverings.
This semester I unexpectedly
received a perfect opportunity
when I enrolled in “Modern
Middle East,” a political science and history class taught by
Political Science Professor Stephen Hoffmann.
One of the books we are reading as a class is called “A Thousand Splendid Suns.”
It narrates the stories of the
two wives of an Afghan man.
As I read the book, I found
myself relating to their feelings,
but I wanted to do more than
that. I wanted to put myself in
their place, to really feel what
they feel.
Even though I knew I could
not get a clear idea of what they
would undergo in their country,
I thought I might be able to capture a taste of what these women experience as they practice
covering here in the U.S.
With the support of my professor, I purchased a burka on
the Internet and chose Monday
to wear it here at Taylor for one
day.

I feel very safe in saying that
Monday was one of the most
difficult days of my life.
I had discussed beforehand
what I wanted to do at great
length.
I had spoken in intellectual
tones about intense isolation
and extreme visibility.
But nothing could have fully
prepared me for the reality of
what I felt and experienced during my experiment.
I spent the day just as I always do, going to class, studying in the union, attending
chapel and eating in the dining
commons.
I didn’t feel different, and
indeed, during some moments,
like when I was talking to a
friend or walking without people in front of me, I forgot I was
the object of scrutiny.
Inevitably, though, these moments would end, and I was left
listening to the interactions of
others, watching their smiles
and jokes with each other, feeling like an outsider in my own
world.
Even with people I knew, I
could not really engage.

My friends said over and over
they did not feel as if they were
really talking to me. I was not
their friend; I was a stranger
pretending to be me.
It made me wonder what it
must be like to be known in this
way.
In strict Afghan homes,
women only remove their coverings in the presence of their
family members.
This aspect of my experience
made me greatly appreciate the
opportunity that we in the U.S.
have with relationships.
How often do we take advantage of our right to vulnerability? Do we, in fact, live with
invisible veils?
In the middle of my day, I returned to my dorm and took a
break from the burka. When it
was time for me to leave again,
I thought I would be unhappy
about donning the burka once
more.
To my surprise, as I put it
on, I felt an incredible sense of
safety. And as I walked through
the rest of my day, the feeling
continued.
Yes, most people stared as I

walked by, though some reactions, such as screams, whispers and suicide bomber jokes
were more intense than others,
but it didn’t matter.
I was anonymous and in that,
I was free.
Something that I originally
saw as an enemy also became
a friend. I was challenged in so
many ways through this event.
Globally, I gained new empathy and respect for the women
of the Middle East. Historically,
I was able to relate to the many
Biblical women who lived their
lives behind veils.
Practically, I learned it is not
easy to go through the basic
routine of daily living in a full
length robe and veil.
And personally, I explored
the hidden barriers and insecurities in my own life and relationships. In my opinion, all of
this is valuable.
This experiment was not intended to change my world, but
it did change my perspective.
Would I wear a burka for another day? Absolutely not. Am
I sorry that I did it? Same answer.

Counselors work to prevent tragedy YC wants 'rejects'
Recognizing early signs can help prevent tragic events on campus
By Hannah Beers
Staff Writer
Students across campus secretly struggle with mental and
emotional difficulties, and Taylor’s counseling center is offering faculty new information on
how to deal with these personal
issues.
According to Bob Neideck,
director of the counseling center, the recent tragedies at Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois universities are bringing
more attention to mental and
emotional strains on students.
At the request of Taylor administration, the counseling
center distributed informational booklets to campus faculty
and staff.
The booklets contain statistics, warning signs for distressed and potentially violent

News

students and steps to most effectively help them.
Neideck said he hopes these
booklets will give clear guidance
to both faculty and students on
how to intervene in sensitive
situation.
“My hope is that the booklets
will ... help (faculty and staff)
feel more confident about intervening if they become aware
of a student struggling with
some sort of emotional issue,”
Neideck said.
Biblical Studies Professor
Bill Heth mentioned sullenness, withdrawal and repeated
absences as indicators to him
that a student is having problems.
“I have probably called a hall
director at least once a year with
a concern about a student’s performance,” Heth said. “We have
a great network that way among

the faculty.”
The academic environment
can prove especially demanding for a student predisposed to
emotional instability.
“Stress really exacerbates just
about anything,” Neideck said.
“If you’re already struggling ...
and you feel academic and social pressure, it begins to take a
toll, especially if you don’t seek
ways to handle that stress.”
According to the informational materials, early warning
signs of emotional strain include
increased social withdrawal
and irritability, decreased motivation, judgment and self-care
and strong mood swings.
Students concerned for the
emotional health of another
person can make a positive impact by simply being available
to listen and pray for him or
her, Neideck said.

Finding small, practical ways
to encourage the troubled student to maintain a routine and
a realistic perspective are other
key steps, but it is also important to realize when to back off
and when to link the struggling
student with other resources,
Neideck said.
“One of the things I appreciate so much about Taylor is how
well the students care for each
other,” Neideck said. “I think
that’s one of our best preventatives here: the fact that we’re
small and we care about one
another, and we pay attention.
... It’s tougher for someone to
slip through the cracks and get
so distraught and have no one
know.”
Students can contact residence hall directors or the
counseling center with questions or concerns.

By MaKenzie Doepke
News Editor
The Youth Conference cabinet is hosting a benefit show
April 1, and cabinet memberssay they want the Taylor community to know “we support the
rejects.”
The titled “YC Benefit Show”
will be a compilation of performances from the Taylor community.
YC cabinet member and senior Jill Rainford came up with
the idea of a benefit show to
raise funds for Youth Conference and involve the “rejects,”
she said, referring to students
who were turned down to participate in Taylor sponsored
events such as My Generation
Night and Airband.
“The YC Benefit Show is a
concert for all the rejects of Airband, Nostalgia and My Generation,” Rainford said.

“Everyone can try out and
any act works: music, dance,
singing, juggling, gymnastics –
it doesn’t matter. We just want
to be entertained.”
Rainford said she hopes the
Taylor community participates
in the event.
“There’s just a lot of talent on
campus that never gets seen,”
she said.
Student Activities Council,
Inter-Class Council and YC
cabinet joined forces to create
the fundraising event in order
to provide a way for students to
attend YC.
YC cabinet member and
senior Jorge Burmicky is in
charge of advertising and promoting the benefit show.
The “reject benefit show”
was originally a joke, but cabinet members decided the event
would bring in enough funding,

See YC, Page 2.
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Google Street View comes to Taylor
By Tim Chew
Staff Writer
Smile, you’re on Google!
The software giant’s newest
feature has brought it to Upland
– and Upland to the world.
Google Street View, an addition to Google Maps, seems
more like “Candid Camera”
with its systematic panoramic
pictures taken throughout many
U.S. cities, including Upland,
Gas City, Marion and Muncie.
The site cleanly weaves these
views together, allowing users virtually to “walk” through
streets and observe high-quality panoramic images of life,
at its best or worst, captured at
that moment.
The initial regiment of specially equipped Google cars targeted a few large cities, and the
first five appeared on the Web
in May.
Street View Indianapolis appeared this December and became one of the first cities to
include a fairly large surrounding area.
Like several neighboring institutions, Taylor welcomed a
Google-possessed vehicle on
campus. Currently the university and the surrounding Upland area are viewable through
Google Street View.
Like many bystanders who
happen to find themselves in
the path of the Google crusade,
senior Brad Wood had no idea

that as he rode his bike to lunch
at the dinning commons, he did
so in front of a global audience.
“I remember seeing a car
with this apparatus on top of
it,” Wood said. “I just thought
it was part of some science experiment or something.”
Visitors to the Google site can
spot Wood as the car approaches and passes him next to Rediger Chapel. They can also “travel” to Ivanhoe’s, where the sign
reads “Pumpkin Shake.”
A little further down the road
users can visit the Circle K and
note a gas price of $2.79 per
gallon.
The detail and interactivity
that Google Street View gives
provides an immersive experience, but the new features has
upset many privacy advocates.
Days after the launch of
Google Street View sites, bloggers were circulating countless
pictures of people sunbathing,
urinating in public, walking
into strip clubs and what appears to be a man breaking into
an apartment building.
With street viewers joining
hands from around the world
to peruse through countless images, dozens of Web sites exist
to publish bizarre findings.
When California resident
Mary Kalin-Casey decided to
look up her second-story apartment on Google Street View,
she was surprised to find a
highly detailed picture of her

Senior Brad Wood rides his bike past Rediger Chapel in a screen shot from Google Street View.

cat sitting in the window.
“I’m all for mapping, but
this feature literally gives me
the shakes,” Kalin-Casey told
The New York Times. “I feel
like I need to close my curtains
now.”
Google has taken no initiative
to blur faces or license plates,

RIAA rumors cleared up
By Adrienne Chaudoin
Staff Writer
Newspaper and Internet articles this winter rumored copying personal CDs to one’s own
computer for personal use had
become illegal, marking a huge
change in the music industry.
The flurry of legal speculation
began after a lawsuit in December between the Recording Industry of America Association
and Arizona’s Jeff Howell.
According to reports like a
campustechnology.com article
by Doug Gale, RIAA argued a
person who legally purchased a
CD could not transfer that music onto a personal computer.
But Director of Technology
Services T.R. Knight said reports later showed the rumors
were false.
“(The) Washington Post,

News

(The) New York Times and everybody else said he was being
sued for copying his own CDs,”
Knight said. “That was incorrect. They posted too early. If
you read the actual legal brief,
he was sued for copying his CDs
and then putting them into a
peer-to-peer folder and distributing them.”
Even with this off music lovers’ shoulders, entertainment
piracy still continues to rise.
What exactly is illegal? All RIAA
rules can be found at the association’s Web site, www.riaa.org,
but Knight explained the most
common form of piracy.
“You can’t make a copy of
your CD and give it to your
friend. That’s when it becomes
illegal,” Knight said. “You can’t
legally make copies of your music, put it on your mp3 player
and give it to your roommate,

because you still have the original CD and they’re playing a
copy of it, which means there is
a copy of it outside your ownership.”
College campuses nationwide
are experiencing problems with
peer-to-peer file sharing and illegal downloads of music, movies and TV shows, Gale’s article
reported. At Taylor, the biggest
problems come with television
and movies, Knight said.
“I know for a fact that movies end up here on campus
before they are available to
rent,” Knight said. “As far as
music goes, we’ve seen an extremely high use of iTunes. I
know students are doing legal
music buying. Is illegal music
downloading still happening,
though? Yes.”
The Upland campus is not required by law to block peer-topeer file sharing or to check for
illegal activity, but Knight says
laws may soon require that.
Taylor chooses to block all
peer-to-peer sharing, and information and technology services
staff periodically scan the student network to find open sharers, he said. If staff members
find an open sharer, they take
a snapshot of the screen and
hand it over to student development. Student development has
the task of talking to the student
involved, Knight said.
“I see less obvious open sharers than I used to,” Knight said.
“Three years ago, I’d catch eight
to 10 students every scan. Now I
scan it, and I catch one or two.”
Still, Knight says the handful
of open sharers is a concern.
“You’re making a personal,
moral and ethical choice when
you download or share illegally,” he said. “The law is very
specific. The Bible says it: ‘Thou
shall not steal.’ Students who
choose to download TV shows,
movies or music without going
through legal means have made
a personal choice to break the
law and sin. That’s what concerns me.”

but in response to criticism the
company implemented a system which allows users to request that identifiable faces or
license plates be removed.
That’s assuming a person
even realizes that he or she is in
the database. Google defends its
Web site by pointing out that all

the pictures are taken in public
areas.
Still, last week Google complied with a request from the
Pentagon to remove images
from around all military facilities because of the security
threat they posed.
Hate it or love it, users can’t

Screen shot courtesy of Google

deny Google Street View is a
great way to waste countless
hours.
“Google is going to eventually team up with the anti-Christ
with all the information they
have,” Wood joked, “but until
then we might as well utilize all
they have to offer.”

YC, from Page 1
Burmicky said.
“We work as a team, and
we all really liked the idea,” he
said.
“We wanted to make as much
money as possible so that we
are able to offer scholarships to
those who need it.”
Thirty acts have signed up
for the event, and tryouts take
place Monday and Tuesday.
“We are going to try to cut as
few people as possible,” Rainford said.
“We want everyone to be able
to participate who has tried

out.”
Cabinet member and senior
Nate Baggett said he wants
the Taylor community to come
alongside the YC cabinet to
make this event a success.
“We are hoping the Benefit
Show will help the student body
catch the vision the cabinet has
for YC,” Baggett said.
The benefit show is raising scholarship funds for the
April 18-20 conference, themed
“Know.”
Through the theme, YC is
challenging high school stu-

dents to discover a personal
relationship with God and understand his character.
“We want high schoolers to
come and figure out on their
own, with God’s guidance, what
‘knowing God’ really means,"
Burmicky said.
Through discussion with
small groups, worship, fun activities and special speaker Travis Whalen, YC hopes to draw
youth closer to the understanding of a personal relationship
with Christ and what it means
to “know” their creator.

Photo by Chelsea Mecaskey

Senior Michelle Michael uses a view camera during the photography workshop that took
place last Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Michael was one of 13 art students who were introduced to large format cameras by photographer and camera designer Keith Canham.
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Taylor spring break team will Powerful women of
travel to Amman, Jordan
the 21st century
By Krista Hanson
Contributor

By Allison Hampton
Contributor
Africa
South Africa – Jacob Zuma,
the leader of the African National Congress party and the
country’s likely next president,
is facing allegations of corruption. In 2006, he was accused
and found not guilty of the rape
of a family friend.
Chad – UNICEF and the government of Chad are working together to return 103 kidnapped
“orphans” to their families. The
Zoe’s Ark organization had been
shipping children to France for
adoption, calling them Darfur
orphans.
Ethiopia – A deadly bus explosion occurred at the tip of the disputed of Ethiopia-Eritrea border
in an Ethiopian village. Regional
Vice President Abadi Zemo suspects Eritrea, which has become
increasingly frustrated with the
refusal of Ethiopia to hand over
Badme, a town given to Eritrea
by a boundary commission after
the two countries’ 1999 war. Eritrea denies the charge.
Europe
Belgium – Following a recent
trend in European countries,
Belgium voted this week to pay
170 million dollars to the Jewish
community as compensation for
thefts during the Holocaust. Out
of the 30,000 Belgian Jews deported to camps during the war,
only 1,455 survived.
Americas
United States – In election
news, Sen. Barack Obama won
the latest two Democratic primaries in Wyoming and Mississippi. Florida and Michigan’s
Democratic primary results have
been officially thrown out since
the states broke party rules by
holding their primaries too early. Democrats are now debating
how to rehold the primaries.
Colombia – Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela have worked
with the Organization of American States to conclude the fury
over Colombian troops’ crossing
Ecuador’s border and killing 20
people March 1.
Asia
Pakistan – In the city of Lahore, 24 people died and more
than 175 sustained injuries when
two suicide bombers attacked a
police station during rush hour.
The police station housed a force
of U.S.-trained counter-terrorism workers.
Hong Kong – Due to a recent
flu scare in the city, all Hong
Kong elementary and preschools have been shut down
until after the Easter break.
Three schoolchildren have died,
igniting fears of the bird flu.
China – The Summer Olympics in Beijing has caused protests over human rights’ violation, particularly in Tibet, with
monks’ marching in Lhasa and
refugee marches in Kathmandu.
Meanwhile, China claims to have
foiled the plots of two terrorists,
one of which held a bus of Australian tourists hostage.
Middle East
Iraq – A Chaldean Catholic
archbishop, abducted from a
prayer meeting in Mosul two
weeks ago, died Wednesday.
The Chaldean Catholic church
represents the largest Christian
population in Iraq.
Gaza – Hamas leader Ismail
Haniya gave rules for a possible
truce with Israel after violence in
the past week claimed more than
125 lives. Conditions include an
end to Israeli military operations in Gaza and the reopening
of its borders in return for ending Hamas rocket attacks.

World

Photo courtesy Tamara Shaya

Sophomore Mary K. Smith and senior Tamara Shaya review Arabic phrases for their upcoming
spring break mission trip to Amman, Jordan.

By Emily Bowerman
Contributor
This spring break 20 Taylor members will go where no
Taylor group has gone before.
For the first time, Taylor World
Outreach is sending a team to
Amman, Jordan, in the heart of
the Middle East.
A product of Student Body
President Tamara Shaya’s vision, this trip has been more
than a year in the making. In
December 2006, Shaya was introduced to Jamal Hasweh, director of the Global Hope Network International in Jordan.
GHNI is an organization that
seeks to aid victims of war, natural disasters and poverty.
Shaya hoped to organize a
Taylor trip to the area, she said.
After she became president,
Shaya met with Mary Raburn,
director of student ministries,
several times before proposing
it to the dean’s cabinet and the
provost council. In October, the
trip received official approval.
“It’s been an incredible experience to see the administration support this trip and to see
how God has opened up doors,”
Shaya said.

Early on in the process, Shaya approached Jeff Cramer, a
computer science professor,
and his wife, Jane, about leading the trip.
Cramer said he and his wife
were “thrilled” to be part of the
team.
But the selection process
proved not quite so thrilling.
With 47 applicants for 17 spots,
putting a team together proved
a daunting task.
“There were many qualified
candidates,” Cramer said. “We
only had a week to choose, and
we spent several nights until
3 a.m. going over the applications. In the end we had a sense
of peace that God put this team
together.”
One of the students on the
trip is Whitney Godby, a senior
business major.
“I’m excited to see how the
Lord is going to use us because
… I don’t know exactly how we
will make an impact or how we
will be impacted,” Godby said.
While in Jordan, the group
will partner with GHNI, distributing food and clothing to
refugee families.
The group will also visit handicapped children in a rehabili-

tation center and volunteer in
Christian medical clinics. They
will have the chance to see some
places rich in history, such as
Mount Nebo, the Dead Sea and
Petra.
The team asks for prayers for
safety in travel, clear communication through translators
and that God would provide all
the financial support required.
They also request prayer for
their interactions with the Jordanians and refugees.
“We won’t have opportunities to be overtly evangelistic,”
Cramer said. “But we still want
Christ to be evident in our actions and conversations.”
Like many spring break
teams, they have material needs
as well.
They would like to present
toys, candy and gifts to refugee
families.
Additionally, they are hoping
to find a VHS to DVD converter
to give to GHNI.
Anyone interested in donating any of these items, money
toward the purchase of them
or to the numerous other
trips should contact Shaya at
tso_president@taylor.edu or
springbreak@taylor.edu.

What do you know of your
world? Try to answer these
questions. Short answers are at
the end of the article.
1. Which country is the largest
Islamic nation?
2. Are there countries without
a functioning government?
3. How many forms of logic
exist?
4. The countries of Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan are majority
atheist, Muslim or Buddhist?
5. Which Asian country outperforms all other economies in
the region?
6. What crisis wracked South
America last week?
7. Why do a number of other
cultures dislike direct eye contact?
8. What is the largest minority in the United States?
9. What is the difference between a “guilt society” and a
“shame society”?
Are you skilled? The following skills would demonstrate
competence. You can...
Return a bow respectfully.
Greet someone in another
language besides Spanish.
Ask questions that make
sense within another's cultural
context.
Pick up nonverbal cues that
aren’t used in your own culture.
Use slang appropriately in another language.
Name at least three major
global headlines at any given
time.
Use another conflict-solving
method besides the direct way.

Use chopsticks correctly.
Fathom eating insects or organs as part of an average diet.
Approach someone in another
culture comfortably.
How do you become competent? The ways are numerous, but can be condensed to
one simple maxim: Expose
yourself to things that stretch
your cultural knowledge.
Attend the cross-cultural
classes or at least the lectures
by guests from different places
and contexts.
I've been able to see flamenco dancing, Native American
dances, Korean martial arts and
African plays and hear Jewish,
Muslim, Sri Lankan and various other speakers all here in
Upland through Taylor.
Take advantage of the activities: food displays, fashion
shows, retreats, movie showings and discussion nights by
AHANA, AAA and Mu Kappa.
Read an online newspaper
from a different country. Become friends, real friends, with
someone from a different culture. And you will be amazed.
Answers: 1. Indonesia. 2.
Yes; Somalia is only one example and its government hasn't
functioned in decades. 3. At
least more than one. 4. Muslim.
5. Japan. 6. Colombia raided a
rebel base across the border in
Ecuador, which Ecuador said
was a violation of its sovereignty. 7. Direct eye contact is seen
as disrespectful or confrontational. 8. Hispanics. 9. Guilt has
to do with actions; shame with
identity.

Quiz your competence

By Audra Gustin
World Editor
“In your generation, white
Anglo-Saxons will become a minority,” said Roger Jenkinson,
Taylor professor of History.
So let’s see how far you have
to go before you can be confident interacting with those new
neighbors.
This quiz should test or at
least make you consider the
three parts of global competence: awareness, knowledge
and skill.
Are you aware of your own
cultural assumptions? Rate
these statements true or false.
Sickness is purely the result of
physical reasons.
Other countries dislike the
U.S. because they’re jealous of
its wealth.
Witchcraft and idols are powerless, thus harmless.
Smiling is a universal sign of
good will.
Uniforms are a threat to personal expression and identity.
Your opinion has as much validity as your professor’s.
Dating is essential to find out
who would be a compatible
spouse in the future.
If you speak English outside
the U.S., you will have no communication barrier.

“I’m fairly confident that in
the West, the 21st century will
be the century of women.”
This is the claim of Steve
Jones, a geneticist and professor at University College, London.
Yet the rising influence of
women is not just a Western
phenomenon: Around the
world, women are gaining respect as capable and effective
leaders.
Take Daw Aung San Suu Kyi
Photo courtesy of Front Line
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, oppoas an example.
sition leader under house arRecipient of the 1991 Norest in Myanmar.
bel Peace Prize, Suu Kyi is the
leader of the opposition party, the National League for Democracy,
in Myanmar.
Since 1989, Suu Kyi has been under house arrest by the ruling
military dictatorship, which has
stripped away democracy and
ruled the country with an iron
fist.
Yet she continues to actively
lead the non-violent resistance
movements in Myanmar and
has received wide international recognition for her tireless
efforts in justice and human
rights.
To the west of Burma, Sonia
Gandhi leads the Indian National Congress Party, which is
India’s most powerful political
party.
Photo courtesy of flickr
Congress Party President SoGandhi was born in Italy, but
nia Gandhi receives a garland married into the family of the
from the All Indian Party in New powerful Indira Gandhi, former
Delhi.
prime minister of India, and
soon rose to power within the Indian government.
Gandhi has earned a reputation of being devoted to India’s poor
and she works continuously to ensure that the rural poor in India
can benefit from India’s economic boom. She has shown
determination by contesting
many political opponents who
seek to promote foreign investment in India.
In the Middle East, where
powerful women leaders are
not common, Queen Rania AlAbdullah of Jordan stands out.
Not only is she the youngest
queen in the world and a mother of four children, but she has
taken great strides to encourage
Photo courtesy of flickr
forward thinking and women’s
Queen Rania Al-Abdullah adrights in the Middle East.
dresses an audience at HarHeavily involved in philan- vard University.
thropy, Queen Rania is passionate about improving quality of life and education for children and
works extensively with organizations such as the U.N. Children’s
Fund.
She also has received praise
for explaining and dispelling
misconceptions about women
and Islam.
In Africa, Liberia’s Ellen
Johnson-Sirleaf has made history as the second black woman in the world to be elected
to such a powerful position:
presidency.
A grandmother of nine, 67year-old Johnson-Sirleaf won
the democratic election in
2005.
Although known for her diminutive stature, her supporters have given her the nickPhoto courtesy of flickr
name “the Iron Lady,” praising
President
Ellen
Johnson- her resolve throughout her 30Sirleaf of Liberia, who won the year political career.
Congressional Medal of FreeIn 2007, she received the
dom in 2007.
Congressional Medal of Freedom, the highest civil award in the U.S., for her work toward securing lasting freedom in the war-torn area of West Africa.
Still, Jones’ prediction holds true, as “Forbes” magazine said the
world’s most powerful woman lives in the West.
Angela Merkel, chancellor of
Germany, earned the “Forbes’
” distinction while serving as
the first woman to be elected
leader of the modern state of
Germany.
Merkel has sought to
strengthen foreign relations
with economic powerhouses
such as China and the U.S.
She has enjoyed a high approval rating from the German
people, leading to increased
Photo courtesy of flickr
consumer confidence, someGerman Chancellor Angela
thing that economists have la- Merkel, named the most powbeled “the Merkel factor.”
erful woman in the world by
"Forbes" magazine.
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From Upland to California?: Students Road Trip Across America
Still trying to figure out the ultimate spring
break adventure?
Road trips are fun, cheap and memorable
experiences that allow students not only to see the country, but more importantly to spend time with their friends.
Taylor students have traveled far and wide, cramming
as many people as possible into
vehicles

that will reach their desired destination – and make it
went to a lot of museums and made an effort things,” Harris said.
back in time for classes to begin.
to keep the activities they did as cheap as posBy documenting their trip with pictures, the group worked on creating
During spring break 2006, seniors Alyssa Allen, Danny
sible.
evidence that they had road-tripped out to California. The group took adOzinga and John Walt,
Amy Schierloh and juWhen it was time to drive back to Taylor, vantage of the beach and water at Lake Michigan, using it in their plan to
nior Jenna McCullough
they traveled from Dallas to Taylor in one fool others.
spent their week today.
They took pictures of the sunset, water skiing and tubing behind a boat
gether in a car driving
“We left so early in the morning and then and “California” written out in the sand.
to Texas. These five
didn’t get back to Taylor until 2 a.m.,” Allen
“It looked pretty convincing,” Harris said. “We took some pictures of us
students did not all
said. “The next day we went back to classes.”
swimming … It wasn’t really swimming weather, but it looked somewhat
know each other very
Members of Team Texas stayed friends af- believable.”
well going into the
ter returning, meeting for dinner in the dinTo make the road trip look even more valid, the five took pictures at IHOP
trip, but by the end,
ing commons and hanging out almost every at 4 a.m. to make it look like they had been driving all night and at a bookthey had given themweek.
store, where they each held up books about California.
selves the nickname
Despite the crowded car rides, Allen said the
When they returned to Taylor, White made a Facebook album document“Team Texas.”
trip was worthwhile.
ing their travels. The album was made complete with a picture of everyone
The weeklong ad“I would do it again,” she said.
piled in a convertible with a California license plate Photoshopped in.
venture was the reOther Taylor students
“People still think it’s true,” Harris said. “When junior Andrew Neel found
sult of “a random
agree that road tripping
out, he was so chagrined … He couldn’t get over that we didn’t actually go.”
idea,” Allen said.
can be an unforgettable
But more than tricking people into believing they had gone to Cali“We were trying
experience – especially
fornia, the group went on the road trip because “it was a last
to think of a place
when you tell people
great hurrah … before Jenna left for the Peace
we’d never been –
you’re going one place
Corps,” Harris said.
a place that would
and then end up in a
be cheap since we
completely different
didn’t have a lot
location.
of money,” Allen
Seniors Candice
said.
Harris, Kate Gates
The five friends
and Hugh White,
met a couple
2007 graduate
Photo illustration courtesy of Hugh White
of times before
Jenna Hanchey
the trip to plan
and
junior
Junior Brandon Fitzsimmons, 2007 graduate Jenna Hanchey and seniors Candice Harris, Hugh White and Kate Gates cruise with the top down in this convertible.
their agenda.
B r a n d o n
White doctored the image to include a California license plate.
of Alyssa Allen
They also conFitzsimmons
Photo courtesy
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“We were all in one small car, smooshed in the back … five seats for five
cCullough
06 spring br
Junior Jenna M
spent their 20
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One
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biggest
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They wanted to make one last memory
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people,”
Allen said.
my
A
along with senior
was finding a car they could
Along the way, they made many stops and passed the time by listening to together before Hanchey left to teach
use.
in Tanzania with the Peace Corps,
music and talking.
“It was hard to find a car, but Jenna’s dad let us use his,” Allen
“We had some good conversations … we just hung out and went crazy,” and a road trip seemed the most apsaid. “It was a Ford Taurus or something like that.”
propriate.
Allen said.
As the final classes let out, the five packed up the car and headed out of
“People believed us!” Harris said.
“We actually didn’t get too annoyed with each other. It was
“(They)
thought it was crazy that
just fun being on top of each other in a car. For the entire
Hanchey
, Fitzsim
we
would
do this in just a weekmons, Ha
week we just had a good time.”
rris, Gat
end.”
es and W
At one point on the trip, “we’d been in the car so
hite 'han
At
first,
the
group
talked
about
long that we just got really loopy and hyper as the
g loose'
before d
how
great
it
actually
would
be
to
riving out
hours became later,” Allen said.
of Uplan
pull
off
the
California
trip.
When
the
Once in Texas, the group traveled to Dald to Ca
lifornia ...
friends
realized
the
weekend
cross-country
trip
Photo c
las, Austin, San Antonio and South Padre
or Mich
ourtesy of
Candice
igan, tha
was
not
possible,
they
decided
to
go
to
Hanchey’s
home
in
Harris
Island. Highlights of the trip included
t is.
St.
Joseph,
Mich.,
but
still
tell
people
they
had
gone
to
California.
visiting where former President John
As they pulled out of Upland, the phrase “California or bust” on the back
F. Kennedy was shot, seeing the Alaof
Hanchey’s car left the impression that California was their destination.
mo, attending a Death Cab for Cutie
By Josh Kennedy
I’ve decided that “star power” is the only
challenge seems to be able to pass a song entitled “Through the Fire and
“One
of the best parts of the trip was figuring out how we could do things
concert, and basking in the sun on
Life & Times Editor way to truly let my full potential manifest it- Flames” by Dragonforce. This is a hard song. I’ve seen grown men weep after
so
that
it would look like we had actually been in California and done these
the beach. To save money, the five
self here on earth. Nothing feels as satisfying
making attempts at beating it because of its brutality.
as tilting back my Gibson SG and hearing the eruption of applause from
Sophomores Ben Blake and Ronnie Whitacre have made an unspoken pact
the crowd as the notes on my fret board turn blue. What is so enlivening
between themselves to beat the song on expert, no matter how long it takes.
about hearing a crowd roar as the song breaks into a face melting solo, not
“We’ve been training for months,” Blake said. “I just want to make Ronnie
played by Slash, but by me?
proud, but I just can't nail the hammer-ons!”
The Guitar Hero games, as well as others like it, have become the new
Whitacre was the first on his floor to play the song and is thus called “Dark
trend in the video game community. In only 26 months, the Guitar Hero
One” by his floor-mates, due to the apparent dark magic he channels into his
franchise set sales records by bringing in over $1 billion. And that didn’t
guitar.
even include extra downloads.
Whitacre just smiled when I asked him about this claim.
What makes these new video games so popular?
The bond between Blake, Whitacre and the rest of their floor is largely ce“It’s unique and interactive,” senior Cam Brennan said.
mented in Guitar Hero battles. Freshman Phil Reese was in Ireland last seBrennan can actually play a real guitar, but enjoys Guitar Hero just the
mester and had to join a floor of guys that had a semester to connect with one
same.
another. Guitar Hero allowed him to make this connection.
“Although, if you spent as much time playing the real guitar as you do
“Playing (Guitar Hero) definitely opened doors on my floor,” Reese said.
playing Guitar Hero, you might actually get good at the real guitar,” Bren“Nobody messes with me because they know I can make them cry after a
nan said.
round of face-melters.”
The Guitar Hero addiction has spread into people of all ages. My dad
Enjoyment of these games isn’t limited to men
alone. Junior Katie
even loves it.
Davis enjoys the game as well.
This interactive spin on staring at a television screen adds something
“I don’t really know what’s so fun about
to the mix that didn’t previously exist. Nintendo’s latest system, the Wii,
it,” she said. “It’s addicting. It’s one of the
offers cordless, motion-detected gaming that has become the top selling
video games that I actually enjoy.”
unit for 2007, selling over 6.29 million units.
Such examples of relational bonding is
Wii gamer sophomore Andrew Lehr enjoys an occasional game
evidence of the encouragement interactive
of Wii Tennis.
games are instilling in our generation.
“I’m not one of those people that sits there all day and
What does the future hold for interactive
Wiis,” Lehr said. “But it is a really fun system.”
gaming? This summer, the Guitar Hero
Interactive gaming has taken video games to an enfranchise is set to release another game
tirely new level of entertainment. Popular games like
– Guitar Hero: Aerosmith. Based around
Nintendo’s Super Smash Bros. series have spurned multhe 38-year old band, players will follow
tiplayer games to new heights. The latest Smash Bros.
the career of Aerosmith, playing its greatest
game, Super Smash Bros: Brawl, was released Sunday.
hits as well as songs from bands that AeroSophomore Justin Rutzen’s roommate, freshman Josh
smith played with or received information
Gilbert, purchased the game on its release date. Rutzen
from along the way.
claims to be satisfied tenfold with his roommate’s purHow many more Guitar Hero games
chase.
can they make? As long as people
“This game has revolutionized the way I look
keep buying them, they’re more
at recreation as a whole, redefined my relationthan likely to continue producships on every level and shifted my worldview in
ing these games – especially if
a way that Taylor University could never do,” Rutthey’re breaking sales records
zen said. “My life will never be the same. Nobody has
while they’re at it.
brawled until they’ve ‘super smashed’ it.”
Nintendo’s future keeps looking
Stereotypically, video games constitute a solitary
in the motion control department, and talks
activity, wherein one sits alone in a dark room, eyes
of eventually abandoning hand controllers
Ph
oto
cou
completely
glazed
over.
But
interactive
games
such
as
completely have risen to the table. The theory
rte
sy
Guitar Hero and Super Smash Bros. actually encourage
is that you could set up motion control camof w
ww
.ha
community
and
multiplayer
gaming.
Interactive
and
eras in the room and move your hand as if
il2p
itt.o
challenging levels allow for (mostly) healthy competiyou were really playing tennis. Not a bad
rg
tion among enthusiasts.
thought. As long as they include “star
Most recently, with the release of Guitar Hero III, the latest
power,” I’m there.

By megumi johnston
Life & Times Editor

Photo courtes
y of

miieditor.com

Interactive Games Bring
Friends Together

Life & Times

Photo illustration by Josh Kennedy
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'10,000 BC' earns a D- in ancient history
BY JOSH PORTER
A&E EDITOR
“10,000 BC” won’t win the Oscar for Most Meticulously Accurate Prehistoric Film.
But let’s face it: Writer / Director Roland Emmerich (“Independence Day,” “The Day After
Tomorrow”) has never created
realism. His ﬁlms have always
focused on visual spectacle, and
in this category, “10,000 BC” is
cutting-edge.
“10,000 BC” is probably best
thought of as a fantasy ﬁlm. It
details the completely ﬁctional
story of a tribe called the Yagahl during – you guessed it
– 10,000 BC.
A young hunter named D’Leh
(Steven Strait – “Sky High”)
single-handedly kills a wooly
mammoth during a group hunt,
fulﬁlling a tribal prophecy and
entitling him to the beautiful
Evolet (Camilla Belle – “When a
Stranger Calls,” “The Quiet”).
But soon afterward, a group of
proto-Egyptian marauders invade the Yagahi camp and capture a number of the tribesmen,
including Evolet, to use them as
slaves.
D’Leh must use all the courage and stamina he can muster
to lead the remaining Yagahi
warriors in freeing the rest of
the tribe.
I’d now like to list all the movies that “10,000 BC” clearly borrows from, in order of obviousness: “Apocalypto,” “The Lord
of the Rings,” “Jurassic Park,”
“300,” “The Ten Command-

Photo courtesy of 10000bcmovie.com

“10,000 B.C.” recieved a PG-13 rating for sequences of intense action and violence. The ﬁlm continues writer/director Roland
Emmerich's penchant for epic special effects ﬁlms and ﬁlms with titles based on units of time.
ments,” “The Last of the Mohi“10,000 BC” is a mish-mash are simply breathtaking during row.”
cans,” “Star Wars” and “The 40 of imitations of great movies, the ﬁlm’s ﬁnal act.
It spring-boarded off the pubYear-Old Virgin.” OK, maybe and it never outdoes any of the
It’s hard not to judge “10,000 lic’s global warming fears in the
not that last one.
ﬁlms it borrows from, although BC” based on the movies it imi- most exploitative way possible
The point is, this is a heavily sometimes it comes close. The tates, but I chose to compare it and presented ludicrous events
derivative ﬁlm. The giant car- wooly mammoths look incred- to similar movies in Roland Em- like the mass freezing of New
nivorous ostriches may seem ible, rivaling the visual quality merich’s past – “Independence York City as probable outcomes
original, but after seeing them of the Oliphaunts in “Return of Day,” “Godzilla” and especially of the near future. Not to menin action, it’s impossible to deny the King.”
his disaster ﬂick (in more ways tion the poor script and storythe similarity to the VelocirapAnd the half-ﬁnished Great than one), “The Day After To- line.
tor attack scene from “Jurassic Pyramids of Giza, while com- morrow.”
I fully expected “10,000 BC”
Park.”
pletely historically inaccurate,
I hated “The Day After Tomor- to be just as bad for basically the

CARRIE BRAGG
MUSIC EDITOR

and also engage the culture with a distinctly Christian worldview. The Counseling
program at Grace College equips me with a strong Biblically-based foundation.
The nationally recognized CACREP Accreditation allows me to obtain a
state-issued license in Mental Health Counseling. These two benefits and a strong
recommendation from a recent graduate made Grace College’s M.A. in
Counseling an excellent choice for me!
A glimpse of Grace:

M.A. in Counseling
M.A. in Interpersonal Relations t Scripturally Based
t Focused on each student’s personal & spiritual growth
t

GRADUATE SCHOOL
IN COUNSELING AND
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Web site: www.grace.edu

E-mail: macslg@grace.edu t Telephone: 1-800-54-GRACE, ext. 6397
200 Seminary Drive, Winona Lake, Indiana 46590

t

CACREP Accreditation The Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP), a specialized accrediting body, recognized
by the Council for Higher Education (CHEA), has granted accreditation for the M.A. in Counseling Degree in Mental Health Counseling at Grace College.
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Movie Rating: 6 out of 10

Secondhand Serenade: secondhand from Dashboard Confessional?

Allison Chen
Graduate Student

t

same reasons, but I was pleasantly surprised. It’s still very
much an Emmerich ﬁlm, but
more in the vein of “Independence Day.”
As I mentioned before, this
ﬁlm is unapologetically inaccurate.
It’s a hodgepodge of prehistoric props and creatures blended
into one gloriously impossible
world. But an extra layer of mysticism ensures most audiences
probably won’t take it seriously
as a historical ﬁlm.
Emmerich’s
scriptwriting
skills also lend themselves perfectly to this ﬁlm. He’s been
writing caveman-like dialogue
for years – this is just the ﬁrst
time he’s written dialogue for
actual cavemen. Seriously – it
actually ﬁts the movie pretty
well.
So “10,000 BC” isn’t the next
“300.” Big deal. It’s also not the
next “Battleﬁeld Earth.” (Look
it up.) You’ll ﬁnd plenty during this ﬁlm to entertain you,
although be prepared to shake
your head violently back and
forth to turn your brain back on
when it’s over.
Think of it as a fantasy ﬁlm,
and you’re in for a diverting,
well-paced visual feast. Sure,
it’s received a seven percent approval rating on Rotten Tomatoes. But “Hairspray” has a 92
percent rating, and “10,000 BC”
doesn’t have John Travolta in a
woman’s fat suit. Weigh the options …

Critics could easily write off
Secondhand Serenade as pretentious, overdone and no more
than a secondhand version of the
better-known, Chris Carrabbaled Dashboard Confessional.
But I would challenge those
who tend toward this harsh view
to recognize the subtle, yet powerful differences that set Secondhand Serenade apart from others
of similar sound.
Secondhand Serenade is the
work of one man who ventured
from playing bass guitar for a
number of local bands to learning acoustic and going solo. John
Vesely is that man, and his rise to
fame sets him apart.
A Northern California native,
Vesely went from a self-made
MySpace page to TRL airplay
and topped the charts over artists such as John Mayer and
Evanescence, and he did it all
without record label backing.
The son of a professional jazz
musician, Vesely had an inborn
interest in music, but it wasn’t
until he met his wife that he began to form his own sound. He
learned to play acoustic guitar in
order to serenade her; she wanted him to write her a song, which
Vesely refused to do with only a
bass guitar.
Vesely’s growing talent as an
acoustic artist led him into the
studio and onto MySpace, where
he quickly gained an impressive teenage fan base. Finally,
he recorded the 10-track album
“Awake” in 2005.
In an effort to set himself apart
from other solo artists, Vesely
chose the name Secondhand
Serenade because his songs were
just that: a secondhand version
of the music he wrote in order to
serenade his wife, just like she’d
wanted.
Yes, Vesely’s start is quite similar to Carrabba’s, who also went
from playing for various bands
to writing and playing his own
music, but Carrabba got his start
with the help of a one-album stint

with a band called The Agency,
while Vesely is solely self-made
(with the help of networking via
MySpace, of course). And while
Vesely seems at face value to be
just another tattooed love-junkie, he wrote his lust-ﬁlled lyrics
for his life-partner, making them
seem less like a stalker’s over-eager obsession and more like simple, sweet devotion to the love of
his life.
I suppose it’s important to
note that Secondhand Serenade
certainly sounds similar to Dashboard’s acoustic wailings. But
Dashboard is laced with anger
and bitterness, whereas Vesely’s
words and sound reﬂect love and
longing more than they do hatred.
Secondhand Serenade’s sophomore album, “A Twist in My
Story,” released last month,
is certainly ﬁlled with angst
throughout, especially in the
songs “Like A Knife,” “Maybe”
and “Suppose,” but each song
that expresses anger, frustration and pain does not conclude

without ﬁrst proclaiming unwavering devotion and unfailing
love.
Still, the sound is too similar to
Dashboard in that it is primarily
acoustic, although Vesely often
plays piano in the tracks.
Both the ﬁrst and second albums are characterized by multitrack recording, in which Vesely
creates the sound of a band on
his own with vocal harmonies
and lead acoustic guitar over
strummed chords. His powerful voice ranges from a whisper
to a scream, usually beginning
and ending each song gingerly,
the chorus and bridge building
intensity.
It wouldn’t necessarily be appropriate to call Secondhand
Serenade unique, but it would
most deﬁnitely discredit Vesely’s
music to say it isn’t worth a listen.
While Carrabba paved the way
for Vesely’s heartfelt acoustic
ballads, Vesely’s sound is honest
and pure, raw and vulnerable,
and his exposed emotion should
not be discounted.

Photo courtesy of secondhandserenade.net

John Visely (Secondhand Serenade) released on Jan. 21 his
second studio album, “A Twist in My Story.”
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Outlaw home school?
By Sam Edgin
Columnist
I remember a T-shirt that
was popular when I was first
beginning high school. It had
a picture of a dilapidated old
trailer on it, and scraawled underneath were the words “home
teached.”
Kids would walk into class
wearing it, and we would laugh,
because if you’re going to make
fun of home-schoolers, that
is certainly the best way to go
(unless you feel like poking at
cloistered religious fanaticism,
which gets perceivably old).
When the laugh had ended,
we would ask, “Is that how people really see home-schoolers?
Is that how they are?” Scary.
Now, seven or so years later, a
divergent path has begun which
could possibly threaten any
jokes that were to come from
that shirt.
A California court has ruled
that home schoolers in the state
may be disobeying the law.
Home schooling by parents
without grade-level certification, the court said, does not
adequate meet the state’s mandatory schooling laws.
Parents who wish to homeschool already either need to
register as a small private school,
attach themselves to a satellite
school or hire a certified tutor,
but the ruling could make even
some of those actions insuf-

ficient, since some people say
the state does not know enough
known about these kids’ educational experience to consider
them “enrolled” in a school.
A ruling such as this has naturally created an uproar among
home-schooling families and
advocates of privacy across the
country.
Various state officials have already started to take measures
to overturn the ruling, and
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
has said he will join elected officials in preventing the ruling
from eliminating home schooling. But the decision has been
made, and that says a lot.
This decision not only affects
the up to 1.2 million homeschoolers in the U.S., but it also
begins to delve into the realm of
individual privacy.
Home-schooler or not, privacy
becomes an issue that anyone
can relate to. California justices
have decided homeschooling
parents don’t know what is best
for their kids – the government
does.
One of the main reasons parents give for home schooling is,
of course, religion. But parents
also choose to homeschool because of political views and because they want more control
over their children’s education
and upbringing than is given to
them through the public or private school systems.
Homeschooling is certainly
not for everyone, but some parents feel strongly that an education at home better suits their
children. This may work well for
the kids, and it may not – but at
least it’s up to the parents.
They can choose what to do

Photo courtesy of flickr.com

in their house with their kids.
I think it’s reasonable to want
the ability to do something like
that.
I also understand the government wants to maintain a standard of education for all children. But is the government’s
standard good enough?
I can’t remember the last
time I heard someone complain
about a home-schooled child
being dumber than clay because of their education. I seem
to hear more of the opposite.
Home-schooled
children
frequently perform better on
standardized testing than public school students and are increasingly recruited by colleges.
According to a 1997 study conducted by the National Home

Education Research Institute,
home-schooled students on
average scored 30 to 37 points
higher than the national norm
on all subjects. The study also
found the effects of race, which
play a huge role in education
standings across the country,
were virtually eliminated in the
home-schooling community.
These results could, of course,
be due to any number of other
demographics, but overall it
seems like home schooling is
not something to cause the government to worry.
So why are justices taking
rights away from parents in
California?
Statistics aside, this is not
about home schooling. This is
about our privacy.

“Earn this,” he somehow
manages to say. “Earn it.”
Fast forward 50 years, and
a much older Ryan stands in
front of Miller’s grave, marked
only with a small white cross.
Overcome with emotion, he
turns to his wife.
“Tell me I have lived a good
life,” he begs. “Tell me I am a
good man.”
Yes, this scene is intensely patriotic, but I don’t think that’s
why it has a strong effect on me
every time I see it. I can’t help
but feel I am much like Ryan,
especially at this time of year.
A week from today is Good
Friday, the day Christ sacrificed
his own life in order to save me.
When I see Miller dying on the
bridge, I also see the Savior of
the world hanging on the cross.
I think if I got just a little bit
closer, I too might here those
words: “Earn this. Earn it.”
You might be thinking to
yourself, “Who does this Watkins girl think she is? Doesn’t
she know we’re saved by grace
and not by works?”
Yes, we are, and thank God
for that.
But when I think about all
the sins I’ve committed and the
enormity of the sacrifice Christ
made on my behalf, I realize a
sense of responsibility.

I’m guessing this is what Ryan
felt as he stood in front of that
grave, desperately hoping he
had lived a life worthy enough
to merit Miller’s approval. (Of
course, he’s a fictional character, but that’s not the point.)
Over the years, more than a
few Christians have had a problem with the book of James
because it says the following:
“Faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead.”
Here’s what I think James was
trying to say: Anyone who truly
appreciates God’s grace and has
a sincerely repentant heart will
have no choice but to respond
with complete gratitude.
As you’re enjoying your first
day of spring break, temporarily able to forget about those two
senior papers you have to write
(speaking for myself), take a
minute to think about the sacrifice Christ made for you.
And after you’ve done that,
take another minute to think
about how you should respond
in light of that. All I’m asking
for is two minutes of your time
– your mother will probably ask
you for more than that within
an hour.
As a wise person once wrote,
“Love so amazing, so divine,
demands my life, my soul, my
all.”

Jesus Christ to us: 'Earn this'

By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
I don’t often get emotional
during movies, but there’s one
scene at the end of “Saving Private Ryan” that tends to get me
every time.
The scene comes at the end of
a brutal confrontation between
German forces and a group of
American soldiers in a small
French town.

As the title of the movie suggests, a search party led by Tom
Hanks’ character, Capt. John
Miller, has been wandering
around the French countryside
looking for Pvt. James Ryan.
After his three brothers died
in combat, Ryan was granted a
ticket home – if the Army could
find him.
The search party finally runs
into Ryan, but not before losing all but one member of the
group. At the film’s end, Miller
lays bloody and dying right
next to the man his group had
sacrificed so much to save. He
gestures toward Ryan so he can
give him one last word before
passing away.

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
The ultimate role model
In light of the Sex in the Village series and the Women’s
Programming’s
“Capture
Beauty” theme, this idea of
self-image has been heavy
on my mind. So I have been
asking myself: Where should
I be finding my role-models?
What is the image – the role
– of a Christian woman?
As a Christian, I am told
to turn to the Bible. And as
a young woman, I am told to
turn to Ruth, and to Esther
and to Mary. To Proverbs 31.
I am willing to bet that any
woman raised in the church
has, at one time, been given
a book titled something like
“Amazing Women of the Bible.”
I am sure there are books
along these lines that are inspiring. Unfortunately, the
only ones I had growing up
seemed to me only attempts
to add political-correctness
to a time and culture that
doesn’t match our own. And
to be honest, some of the
women highlighted in the text

Opinions

seemed to me somewhat exaggerated.
I don’t know how the authors managed to squeeze a
personality and a plotline out
of one or two verses, but they
did try their best to find us
positive female role models.
I have heard women voice
frustration over the comparatively small amount of women in the Bible. We all want
someone to emulate.
We all have our heroes. I
want to be like Esther. He
wants to be like Paul. She
wants to be like Deborah.
But I ask you, do we need to
look any further than Jesus
Christ?
We walk, as Paul writes in
Romans, in the likeness of
His resurrection, freed from
sin. We all, male and female
alike, as believers, are to look
to his example, the perfect example, God in man.
So before we focus on the
positive and negative images
in humanity, let us look first
to him – the one whose image
we already bear.
- Freshman Hannah Beers
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Taylor's own
morality police
Many of these “tasteless and
offensive” websites are satirical
in nature, nothing more than
lighthearted parodies of life.
And why are they blocked?
Is it because of certain words
that begin with F and end with
Calvin Klein? Maybe a little
By Steve Etheridge
scatological humor? Or just
Columnist
non-Christian ideas that are
The easy-going North Kore- off-track with our Life Together
ans, unaffected by our country’s Covenant?
recent writer’s strike, have been
This commercial interruption
hard at work producing top- is brought to you by Freedom:
notch television programming
Tommy: “Dad, I’m ashamed
for their overly unoppressed of your bald spot, you did a terpeople.
rible job making Santa believOne show, titled “Let us trim able, and I think I will bypass
our hair in accordance with college to become a figure skatSocialist lifestyle,” uses a hid- er or flight attendant.”
den-camera approach to expose
Dad: “Tommy, generally I
men with hair longer than seven would spank you, but this is
centimeters and publishes their the U.S., and you are protected
names and addresses on the by the First Amendment. Take
television screen, according to- pride in your right to hear and
BBC reports. Sounds hilarious, be heard.”
right?
I e-mailed Barracuda to get
I’ve been spending a lot of a better understanding of the
time with the ol’ think machine process they use to determine
pondering how our campus taste and to find out who they
can be more like
employ to make
North Korea.
I e-mailed
decisions on apWe need to put
propriateness.
some standards
Barracuda to They didn’t rein place – perspond.
haps on the Inget a better
Perhaps
a
ternet – that let
bunch of chimps
us know what understanding of randomly click
is and is not ac“acceptable” or
ceptable.
the process. They “unacceptable”
If only we had
for 12 hours a
some sort of
didn’t respond. day in exchange
web-filtering defor bananas and
vice that dictated what is taste- whiskey to take home to their
less and offensive … Oh, wait, monkey families. Or maybe it
we do: It’s called Barracuda, has to do with the papacy. Then
and it’s pillaging our right to set again, it could be controlled by
our own benchmarks for appro- a crazy advocacy group of mothpriateness.
ers with too much free time. My
First off, doesn’t it seem a little guess is the latter.
disingenuous that Taylor would
Part of being adults, which I
try to enforce what is and isn’t guess we all are, sort of, is learntasteful? Before attending Tay- ing to put up with things. I find
lor, I received a small mountain the food in the dining commons
of brochures and pamphlets, all tasteless and offensive, but I eat
of which, in one way or another, it. It outrages me that Wheaton
highlighted Taylor’s diversity.
allows their students to dance,
I would assume the promo- but you don’t see me suggesting
tion of diversity would entail we go to war with them (except
tolerating abstract ideas and that one time, in my previous
even seeking out commonalities Echo article).
in them. Then again, I assumed
Now, how about we remove
the bell tower would have actual the restrictions from these
bells, but was I ever wrong. I’m “tasteless and offensive” Web
just not sure who to believe any- sites and learn to exercise our
more.
own discernment.
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Softball prepares for new season with new coach
Season starts Saturday as Lady Trojans travel to face off against Spalding
By Stephen Groves
Staff Writer

career.”
The team lost only one starter
from last season and adds four
A new season, a new coach freshmen who have already imand new hopes. The Taylor pressed their teammates.
softball team launches their
“The outfield has been reinspring season Saturday with a forced ... by adding two freshdoubleheader against Spalding men Emily Kramer and Liz
University.
Hermann,” Lockridge said.
The team is anxious to get the “Not only are they quick on
season started after its game their feet, but they are also fairat Mount Vernon Nazarene ly impressive at the plate.”
was canceled due to inclement
With the combination of exweather.
perience
T h i s
and the
will
be
infusion
the first
of fresh
year
at
talent,
the helm - Senior Brittany Beckham - the team
for Coach
hopes to
Robin Lockridge, but team qualify for the regional tournamembers have placed full con- ment. “We probably have the
fidence in her and claim they most talent across the board
have learned to work together.
since I’ve been here,” senior
“Our team is so excited about Erica Yoder said.
our new coach and really reTeam members say they have
spects her,” junior Lindsey bonded very well and hold conStone said. “She brings enthu- fidence in each other.
siasm and a great knowledge of
“We have the elements rethe game of softball.”
quired to win and have a sucLockridge played softball at cessful season – good chemisTaylor for four years. She grad- try, talent, determination and
uated in 2000 and has several a passion for the game,” senior
years of coaching experience at Brittany Beckham said.
the high school level.
One of the challenges the
“Returning to coach here has team has faced is they have not
been a dream of mine for a long had the opportunity to practice
time,” Lockridge said. “I hope outside due to snow covering
to make this a long and fruitful the field.

“We have the elements
required to win.”

Freshman Jessica Sabinas works on her batting with senior Erica Yoder.

Photo by Ellen Koch

Trojan Sports
(Home games in bold)

Baseball

(5-2)
W, 8-2 Butler
Upcoming games:
1 p.m. Fri. at IU Southeast
1 p.m. Sat. at IU Southeast
1 p.m. Tues. vs. Goshen*
1 p.m. Thurs. at Goshen*

Softball

Mt. Vernon Naz. canceled
Upcoming games:
1 p.m. Sat. at Spalding Univ.
3 p.m. vs. Purdue N. Cent.

Tennis

(Men)
Upcoming matches:
5 p.m. Fri. at DePauw

Track and Field

Upcoming meets:
1 p.m. Sat. at Wabash Relays
* denotes MCC match
“We’ve been practicing in the
KSAC for quite a while now and
have developed a case of cabin
fever,” Yoder said.
But this will be cured as the
team travels down to Tucson,
Ariz., for a spring break tournament, where it will face teams
from across the nation.

Baseball knocks Offseason underway for fall sports
off Div. I Butler
By Jordyn Kight
Contributor
After two disheartening losses last week, Taylor (5-2) scored
its biggest win yet against NCAA
Div. I opponent Butler University (0-7). On the road Tuesday,
the Trojans’ determination paid
off as they left Bulldog Stadium
with an 8-2 victory.
The win marked the second
consecutive year Taylor has defeated an NCAA Div. I school.
Taylor beat Charlestown Southern last season.
Sophomore pitcher Landon
Good made his first appearance
of the season, striking out two
while giving up only one hit and
one run during his three and
one-third innings.
While the Trojan defensive
staff kept Butler off-balance
early, Taylor’s bats gave the
team an early lead when junior
Cassidy Emery’s two-out double brought in two runs in the
second inning. The lead grew
when senior Christian Burrell
brought in senior Blake Rollins
in the top of the fourth for the
team’s third run.
Freshman pitcher Chris How-

ell continued where Good left
off, picking up his third win of
the season. The freshman struck
out four and gave up only four
hits while allowing only one unearned run to cross the plate.
Taylor was able to score four
runs in the top of the seventh
with a five-hit rally that pushed
the score to 7-1.
Freshman Taylor Kinzer
capped off the inning with a
hard-hit two-run double to left
center, putting the game out of
reach for the Bulldogs.
Sophomore Michael Kraynak
sealed the victory with a sacrifice fly to center field, scoring
Emery and giving the Trojans a
six-run lead at 8-2.
“It is a special accomplishment anytime you beat a Division 1 school like Butler, and it
is something that the guys on
this team will remember for a
long time,” Coach Kyle Gould
said.
Taylor will be back on the
road this weekend as the team
goes head-to-head with Indiana University Southeast. The
Trojans will play both today
and Saturday with 1 p.m. starts
scheduled both days.

Track sends four
to NAIA nationals
By Emily Moore
Staff Writer
Four members of Taylor’s
track and field team traveled to
Johnson City, Tenn., to compete
in the NAIA National meet.
Sophomore Andrea Elsman
represented the team in the pole
vault, senior Drew Cowan in the
35-pound weight throw, junior
Andy Marston in the 600-meter dash and junior Ian Brown
in the 200-meter dash.
Brown, the only team member
who had participated at Indoor
Nationals before, ran his fastest
time ever, placing 14th. Coach
Ted Bowers said that Brown’s
placement indicates the “high
level of competition” that was
present at the meet.
Even though Marston ran on
a different-sized track than he is
used to, Bowers said he placed

Sports

12th with “a very good time.”
Cowan was unsuccessful in
qualifying a throw, but is only
the third Taylor athlete to ever
qualify in the weight throw. He
improved more than six feet
from last season, Bowers said.
“(Elsman) was faced with the
task of opening at 10 feet 11.75
inches, higher than her own
(personal record),” Bowers said
about the youngest Taylor athlete at Nationals.
She had two good attempts,
Bowers said, but was unable to
clear opening height.
“I didn’t do as well as I was
hoping to,” Elsman said, “but
it was still great to compete at
such a big meet.”
The meet marked the end of
the indoor season for the team.
This Saturday the team begins
outdoor competition at Wabash
Relays.
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Junior Jessica Cleary, sophomore Lizzy Hawn, freshman Rachel Kiely and junior
Jackie Sanchez compete for the ball in a night-time offseason scrimmage.

By Destry Kiser
Contributor
How time-consuming are sports for athletes?
“Once the season is over, we have about
two weeks until we start back up again,”
sophomore football player Ross Hayden
said. “It is a never-ending cycle of training
’til next season starts.”
For football players and other athletes at
Taylor, the training and practicing seems
to never end. Football offseason requires
players to lift every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday on a set lifting schedule, and on

Tuesdays and Thursdays they get up at 6
a.m. to do cross-training drills designed to
build endurance. As if this were not enough
already, they are also required to run every Saturday to make sure that they stay in
shape.
This six-day routine continues every week
throughout the rest of the school year, and
in the summer the players must follow a set
workout plan. Then, before they know it,
they are back at Taylor in early August doing two-a-days for two weeks.
Several sports at Taylor besides football
are currently in off-season training, including cross country and soccer.

Cross country offseason training starts
two weeks after the actual season is over.
Athletes who run track in the winter will
then move into track season, but people
who only run cross country continue with
offseason training.
“We are expected to run 30-40 miles a
week and eventually speed up our pace as
weeks go on,” junior cross-country runner
Christian Leman said.
The coaches keep track of the distance and
pace of each runner, and this schedule goes
on the rest of the year and into the summer,
when athletes are expected to keep running
to stay in shape.
Soccer players begin offseason the first
week of J-term with a schedule that somewhat resembles that of football offseason.
On Tuesday and Thursday mornings the
soccer team does drills to develop ball skills
and speed. The team is divided into two
groups, each practicing at different times
for about an hour. On those nights the team
also scrimmages around 11 p.m.
In addition to that, the players are required to lift on Mondays and Wednesdays.
The coach gives them a workout plan that
they follow for the rest of the school year.
Once the summer comes, they are e-mailed
a workout plan that they must keep up with
until next season.
Volleyball is also in offseason right now,
and the basketball teams will begin offseason workouts shortly.
Though offseason can be tedious and hard,
athletes say the training is worth the effort
and will help down the road. They know full
well that the season is never “over” and is a
year-around commitment.

Head-to-head with Dave Voss
“Some people are
like Slinkies ... you
can't help but smile
when they tumble
down the stairs.”

Photo by Andy Marston

Full name: David Jacob Voss
Class: Sophomore
Birthplace: Elmhurst, Ill.
Birthday: July 22, 1988
Age: 19
Height: 6’ 1 ”
Sport: Track and Field
Advice: Go big or go home.
Favorite sports team: Chicago Bears
Pet peeve: Cheating or playing dirty at games
Residence Hall: 3rd East Wengatz
Major: Christian educational ministries

Favorite music genre:
Country
Greatest sports accomplishment: Going to nationals last year in the 400
intermediate hurdles
Favorite superhero: Batman does not have superpowers, and that is what
makes him so super.
Favorite Bible verse: Isaiah 40: 30-31
SBP campaign slogan: “Be free.”
Strangest food you’ve eaten: A stir-fry made with lynx meat
one time in Canada.
Favorite food: Chicago-style deep dish pizza
Favorite TV show: “Sports Center”
Favorite movie: “Braveheart”
Favorite quote: “Some people are like Slinkies. Not really good
for anything, but you still can’t help but smile when you see ’em
tumble down the stairs.”
“The Taylor student body should know that...” “Every rose
has its thorn, every night has it’s dawn, and every cowboy sings a
sad song.”

